Abstract. The simplicial wedge construction on simplicial complexes and simple polytopes has been used by a variety of authors to study toric and related spaces, including non-singular toric varieties, toric manifolds, intersections of quadrics and more generally, polyhedral products. In this paper we extend the analysis to include toric orbifolds. Our main results yield infinite families of toric orbifolds, derived from a given one, whose integral cohomology is free of torsion and is concentrated in even degrees, a property which might be termed integrally equivariantly formal. In all cases, it is possible to give a description of the cohomology ring and to relate it to the cohomology of the original orbifold.
Introduction
Compact smooth toric varieties X, and their topological counterparts, toric manifolds 1 , have their integral cohomology torsion free and concentrated in even degrees. Consequently, the action of the compact n-dimensional torus T = (S 1 ) n on X, allows for a satisfying description of the integral cohomology ring arising from the collapsing Serre spectral sequence of the canonical fibration Franz and Puppe note in [FP07, Theorem 1.1], that for compact smooth toric varieties, or more generally, a finite T -CW complexes, this is equivalent to the map ι * inducing an isomorphism (1.2) H * ET × T X ⊗ H * (BT ) Z −→ H * (X).
The term integrally equivariantly formal suggests itself for X, by analogy with the case of rational coefficients, see for instance [GKM98] . In this smooth setting, (1.2) leads to a description of the ring H * (X) as a quotient of a Stanley-Reisner ring by a linear ideal.
The situation for singular toric spaces is not so nice; examples with non-vanishing cohomology in odd degrees abound, [Fis92] , [CLS11, Chapter 12] . In the case of orbifolds however, the results of [BNSS] establish tractable sufficient conditions ensuring that the integral cohomology is torsion free and concentrated in even degree. So, for such spaces an integral equivariant formality holds and the ring structure of the cohomology can be identified explicitly, in a manner entirely analogous to the smooth case described above; the Stanley-Reisner ring is replaced by a ring of certain piecewise polynomials or weighted Stanley-Reisner rings, see [BFR09, Proposition 2.2] and [BSS17, Theorem 5.3] .
In this sequel to [BNSS] , we extend the program to a class of infinite families of toric orbifolds, derived from a given one by a combinatorial construction, known variously as: the simplicial wedge construction [PB80] , [Ewa86] , the doubling construction [LdM89] and the J-construction [BBCG, BBCG15] .
The construction associates to a sequence of positive integers J = (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m ) and an (n − 1)-dimensional simplicial complex K on m vertices, a new simplicial complex K(J) on d(J) = j 1 + j 2 + · · · + j m vertices, of dimension d(J) − m + n − 1. Equally well, it associates to a simple polytope Q of dimension n with m facets, a new simple polytope Q(J) of dimension d(J) − m + n having d(J) facets. (Notice that m − n = d(J) − (d(J) − m + n).)
As outlined in Section 2 below, a 2n-dimensional toric orbifold X(Q, λ) is specified by an R-characteristic pair (Q, λ) where Q is an n-dimensional simple polytope and λ : F (Q) → Z n is a function from the set of facets of Q which satisfies certain conditions.
Section 4 describes the way in which each sequence J, determines from X(Q, λ) a new 2 d(J) − m + n -dimensional toric orbifold X (J) := X(Q (J) , λ (J) ). Our goal here is two-fold:
(1) To confirm that if X(Q, λ) satisfies the sufficiency conditions of [BNSS, Theorem 1.1], which ensure that the integral cohomology is torsion free and concentrated in even degree, then as J varies, the spaces X(Q (J) , λ (J) ) yield an infinite family of similarly integrally equivariantly formal orbifolds. (2) To relate the integral cohomology ring of X (J) to that of X.
The elementary theory of toric orbifolds is reviewed in Section 2, drawing from the expositions to be found in [DJ91] , [PS10] and [BSS17] . The emphasis is on tracking the finite isotropy groups and the singularities resulting from the failure of the R-characteristic function λ to satisfy the regularity condition which ensures the smoothness of a toric space.
The orbifold analogue of a CW-complex, called a q-CW complex, developed rationally in the toric space setting by Poddar and Sarkar [PS10] and integrally in [BNSS] , is reviewed in Section 3. The q-CW complex structure is connected to the underlying combinatorics by the notion of a retraction sequence for a simple polytope, introduced in [BSS17] . The outcome of these observations allows for an iterated construction of the toric orbifold via a sequence of cofibrations which keep track of the isotropy, and hence singularities, as they arise. A condition involving the divisibility of all the orders of the isotropy groups, which emerge from particular retraction sequences, proves sufficient to establish the integral equivariant formality of the toric orbifold. The cornerstone of several of the results presented here, is the next theorem.
Theorem 3.7 [BNSS, Theorem 4.6] Let X := X(Q, λ) be a toric orbifold. If for each prime number p there is a retraction sequence {(B j , E j , b j )} ℓ j=1 such that gcd{p, |G Ej (b j )|} = 1 for all j, then H * (X; Z) has no torsion and H odd (X; Z) is trivial .
In Section 4, various formulations of the simplicial wedge construction are introduced on both simplicial complexes and simple polytopes. This is followed by a description of the transition of R-characteristic pairs
for each sequence J = (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m . Included here is the verification, in Lemma 4.3, that if the R-characteristic map λ satisfies the orbifold condition (2.1), then λ (J) does too. This is a modification of the argument for the smooth case, [BBCG15, Theorem 3.2]. The construction of Q (J) from Q is an iterative process involving a sequence of "doubling" operations. Though it is well known that the result is independent of the particular sequence chosen, we include here Proposition 4.6 and the details of a proof for completeness.
Section 5 is devoted to the homology groups of the toric orbifold X (J) := X(Q (J) , λ (J) ); the main theorem is the following.
Theorem 5.5 Let X := X(Q, λ) be a toric orbifold satisfying the assumption of Theorem 3.6. Then, H * (X (J) ; Z) is torsion free and
The paper concludes with a discussion of the integral cohomology ring of the toric orbifolds X (J) . When the toric orbifold X(Q, λ) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.7, then Theorem 6.5 characterizes the cohomology of X (J) as the quotient of a certain weighted Stanley-Reisner ring wSR[Q (J) , λ (J) ] by a linear ideal which depends on the R-characteristic map λ. The final result relates the ring wSR[Q (J) , λ (J) ] to the ring wSR[Q, λ].
Toric orbifolds
In this section, we review the basic theory of toric orbifolds [DJ91, PS10] constructed from a combinatorial information called an R-characteristic pair [BSS17] . Given an n-dimensional simple convex polytope Q, let V (Q) = {v 1 , . . . , v ℓ } be the set of vertices and F (Q) = {F 1 , . . . , F m } the set consisting of codimension 1 faces called facets of Q. Definition 2.1. A pair (Q, λ) consisting of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q and a function λ : F (Q) → Z n , is called an R-characteristic pair if the following condition is satisfied:
In this case, we call λ an R-characteristic function on Q.
An R-characteristic function is often represented by an n × m matrix whose i-th column vector is the transpose of λ(F i ) for i = 1, . . . , m. We call this matrix the characteristic matrix associated to λ.
Given
Hence, we can define a natural projection
Next, set
Now, we define a function
where prim((ρ E •λ)(F j )) denotes the primitive vector of (ρ E •λ)(F j ). One can check that the pair (E, λ E ) is an R-characteristic pair. We also associate M (E) with a k-dimensional subtorus T E of standard n-dimensional real torus T n generated by the images of λ(
n . An R-characteristic pair (Q, λ) determines a 2n-dimensional orbifold with an action of n-dimensional torus T n . To be more precise, for each point x ∈ E, let E(x) be the face of Q containing x in its interior. Now we consider the following quotient space
where (2.3) (t, x) ∼ (s, y) if and only if x = y and t −1 s ∈ T E(x) .
The space X(Q, λ) is equipped with an action of T n given by the multiplication on the first factor. The orbit map is induced by the projection onto the second factor,
A detailed verification that X(Q, λ) has an orbifold structure, including an explicit description of the orbifold charts, is contained in [PS10, Section 2]. The authors also give an axiomatic description and show that it agrees with the construction above up to equivariant homeomorphism. The space X(Q, λ) is known as a toric orbifold 2 .
Remark 2.2. If the collection {λ(F i1 ), . . . , λ(F i k )} in (2.1) is unimodular whenever Remark 2.
3. An R-characteristic pair (Q, λ) induces another R-characteristic pair (E, λ E ) for each face E of Q, which defines another toric orbifold X(E, λ E ). On the other hand, π −1 (E) is an invariant suborbifold of X(Q, λ) with respect to the action of T n on X(Q, λ). Indeed, π −1 (E) is the suborbifold fixed by the subtorus
For simplicity, we summarize notation that we introduced above as follows.
(1) (Q, λ) is an R-characteristic pair with dim Q = n and X(Q, λ) is the associated toric orbifold of dimension 2n.
is the toric orbifold associated to the R-characteristic pair (E, λ E ). (5) For a vertex v in E, we denote by Λ E,v : Z n−k → Z n−k the linear map given by the square matrix
Notice that the notation G E (v) is used for coker Λ E,v in [BSS17, Section 4]. However, the following commutative diagram and snake lemma, see for instance [AM69] , shows that those two finite groups are isomorphic.
Remark 2.4. One can see from (2.5) that the order |G E (v)| of the finite group
Example 2.5. Let Q be a 3-dimensional prism and F 1 , . . . , F 5 its facets illustrated in Figure 1 . We assign R-characteristic vectors by λ(
Similarly we have
Choosing the face F 4 , we consider λ(F 4 ) = (1, 2, 4), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) as a basis of Z 3 . Then, the induced R-characteristic function
To be more precise, since λ(F 1 ) = (1, 0, 0) = (1, 2, 4) − 2(0, 1, 0) − 4(0, 0, 1), we have (ρ F4 • λ)(F 1 ) = (−2, −4) whose primitive vector gives λ F4 (F 4 ∩ F 1 ). A similar computation gives other two induced R-characteristic vectors. Moreover, we have
We finish this section by the following proposition which we shall use in Section 5. One can see this property in Example 2.5.
Building sequences and homology of toric orbifolds
The goal of this section is to discuss integral homology of toric orbifolds. After Poddar-Sarkar [PS10] developed the notion of q-CW complex, the authors of [BNSS] introduced a building sequence which enables us to detect p-torsion freeness of an orbifold having q-CW complex structure for each prime number p. In case of toric orbifolds, one can derive a building sequence via a retraction sequence of a simple polytope introduced in [BSS17] . In this subsection, we review the definition of a building sequence and a retraction sequence and study their relation.
3.1. Building sequence. LetD n be a closed n-dimensional disc and G a finite group acting linearly onD n . We call the quotientD n /G a q-disc. Now, a q-CW complex is defined inductively in the similar manner as a usual CW complex, but we use q-discs instead ofD n .
To be more precise, we start with a discrete set X 0 of 0-dimensional q-cells. Next, assuming X i−1 is defined, we define
A building sequence for a q-CW complex X is a sequence
We denote by 0 j the image of origin of (3.1) and call it the free special point in Y j . When we need to emphasize the free special point, we denote the building sequence by {(Y j , 0 j )} 1 a circle obtained by the canonical attaching map f 1 : S 0 → {pt}. Consider two q-cellsD 2 /Z p andD 2 /Z q , where we regard Z p as a finite group generated by p-th root of unity and it acts onD 2 ⊂ C by the multiplication. Similarly we consider Z q -action onD 2 . Now we define
where
]) = e 2πiqy , for 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. Then, the resulting space Y 4 is a 2-dimensional orbifold sphere of football type CP 1 p,q , see Figure 2 .
Indeed, the football-type orbifold sphere CP 1 p,q is homeomorphic to S 2 for arbitrary positive integers p and q.
3.2. Retraction sequence. Given an n-dimensional simple polytope Q, as a polytopal complex (see [Zie95, Definition 5 .1]), we define a sequence of polytopal subcomplexes of Q which will determine a building sequence of a toric orbifold whose orbit space is Q. We refer to [BSS17, Section 2] for more details about retraction sequences of a simple polytope.
Let B be a connected polytopal subcomplex of Q. A vertex v of B is called a free vertex if v has a neighborhood homeomorphic to R N ≥0 for some N ∈ {1, . . . , dim B} as manifolds with corners. In this case, there exists a unique maximal face E of B containing v as a vertex. We write F V (B) as the set of all free vertices of B. For instance, every vertex v of Q is a free vertex and Q itself is the unique (non-proper) face of Q containing v. In particular, F V (Q) = V (Q). However, for a polytopal
for Q is a sequence of triples consists of a polytopal subcomplex B j of Q, a free vertex b j of B j and the unique face E j of B j containing a free vertex b j , which is defined inductively such that
The next term (B j+1 , E j+1 , b j+1 ) is given by the choice of a free vertex b j+1 of B j+1 and the unique face E j+1 determined by the edges of B j+1 containing b j+1 . Finally, the sequence ends up with (
We note that every simple polytope has at least one retraction sequence. It can be shown by realizing a simple polytope Q as a convex subset in R n and taking a linear function f : R n → R such that f (v i ) = f (v j ) whenever two vertices v i and v j of Q are distinct. We refer to [BSS17, Proposition 2.3] for the completeness of arguments.
Example 3.3. Let Q be an ℓ-gon and v 1 , . . . , v ℓ its vertices with counterclockwise order. Let F i be the 1-dimensional face connecting v i and v i+1 for i = 1, . . . , ℓ − 1 and F ℓ the 1-dimensional face with vertices v ℓ and v 1 . Then, one canonical choice 
is given by
as in Figure 3 for 5-gon.
The following proposition shows a relation between a retraction sequence of a simple polytope Q and a building sequence of the associated toric orbifold X(Q, λ). for Q induces a building sequence {(Y j , 0 j )} ℓ j=1 as follows:
where U s is the open subset of E s obtained by deleting faces of E s which does not contain b s , for j = 2, . . . , ℓ.
In particular, Y ℓ = X(Q, λ) and 0 j = π −1 (b j ) for all j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Remark 3.5. Though a building sequence induced from a retraction sequence may require the image of an attaching map for a q-cell
together with an application of the cellular approximation theorem allows for a deformation into the appropriate dimension.
Next two theorems can be obtained by combining [BNSS, Theorem 1.1, 1.2] and Proposition 3.4, which describe a sufficient condition for (p-)torsion freeness and vanishing odd degree (co)homology of a toric orbifold. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X(Q, λ) be a toric orbifold. If for each prime p, there is a retraction {(B j , E j , b j )} ℓ j=1 such that gcd{p, |G Ej (b j )|} = 1 for all j, then H * (X; Z) has no torsion and H odd (X; Z) is trivial.
Next two examples are applications of Theorem 3.7 to toric orbifolds over a polygon and a simplex, respectively. Though these results are well known from the literature, for example [Fis92, Jor98, KMZ17] and [Kaw73] , the same conclusions follow from the results above.
Example 3.8. Let Q be an ℓ-gon and F 1 , . . . , F ℓ facets of Q as in Example 3.3. Let λ(F i ) := (a i , b i ) ∈ Z 2 be characteristic vectors for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. Hence, we have
We refer to Remark 2.4. Moreover, since the facets are 1-dimensional, G Fi (v i ) is trivial for each facet F i . Indeed, one can easily check that the induced Rcharacteristic function 
Then, one can always choose a retraction sequence {(B j , E j , b j )} ℓ j=1 of Q such that gcd{p, |G Ej (b j )|} = 1 unless p is a factor of q. Hence, we conclude that if H * (X(Q, λ); Z) has a non-trivial torsion part, then it must have a p-torsion for some p dividing q. In particular, if q = 1, then H * (X(Q, λ); Z) is torsion free.
Example 3.9. Consider an n-simplex ∆ n and let χ :
It is well-known that this R-characteristic pair (∆ n , λ) defines a weighted projective space CP 
. Now, following the proof of [BNSS, Proposition 4.5], one can always find retraction sequences {(B j , E j , b j )} n+1 j=1 which satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.7. Hence, we conclude that the (co)homology of any weighted projective space is torsion free and concentrated in even degrees.
J-construction of toric orbifolds
For toric manifolds, the authors of [BBCG15] use a construction introduced in [PB80] to construct new toric manifolds from a given one. Indeed, this was done by producing a new characteristic pair from the original one in a canonical way. The process for making a new polytope from the given one is called simplicial wedge construction. Moreover, by a successive procedure, a countably infinite family of new toric manifolds can arise from the original manifold. In [BBCG15] , where the construction was analyzed in the context of polyhedral products, the process is described efficiently by using a vector J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m , where m is the number of facets in the original polytope. To be more precise, given a positive integral vector J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m , one can obtain a new toric manifold M (J) from the original toric manifold M . We refer this procedure as the J-construction and apply it to toric orbifolds. As an example, we shall investigate the class of spaces that can be produced from a weighted projective spaces. 4.1. The simplicial wedge construction. Let K be a simplicial complex with vertex set V (K) = {w 1 , . . . , w m }. We call a subset σ ⊂ V (K) a non-face of K if σ is not a simplex in K. A non-face σ is called minimal if every proper subset of σ is a simplex in K. Then, the combinatorial type of K is determined by the set of minimal non-faces of K.
For arbitrary positive integral vector J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m , a new simplicial complex K (J) is defined on V (K (J) ) = {w 11 , . . . , w 1j1 , . . . , w 1m , . . . , w mjm } with minimal non-faces of the form V i1 ∪ · · · ∪ V i k , where V i = {w i1 , . . . , w iji }, whenever {w i1 , . . . , w i k } is a minimal non-face of K.
In the special case J = (1, . . . , 1, 2 ↑ i−th , 1, . . . , 1), we denote K (wi) := K (J) , and refer to it as the simplicial wedge construction of K on w i ∈ V , see [PB80] . The following representation is a useful combinatorial description of the simplicial wedge construction.
(4.1)
where * denotes the join of two simplicial complexes and we identify w r1 with w r for r = i.
In this paper, we focus on the case when K is dual to the boundary ∂Q of a simple polytope Q, which we denote by K Q and refer to as the nerve complex of Q, see for instance [BP15, Section 2.2]. Notice that the vertex set V (K Q ) = {w 1 , . . . , w m } bijectively corresponds to the set of facets F (Q) = {F 1 , . . . , F m }.
Example 4.1.
(1) Let K = K ∆ n be the nerve complex of an n-simplex ∆ n and V (K) = {w 1 , . . . , w n+1 } its vertex set. Then, there exists only one minimal non-face σ = {w 1 , . . . , w n+1 }. For an arbitrary J = (j 1 , . . . , j n+1 ) ∈ N n+1 , K (J) is the simplicial complex on the vertex set {w 11 , . . . , w 1j1 , . . . , w n+1,1 , . . . , w n+1,jn+1 } with the unique minimal non-face {w 11 , . . . , w 1,j1 , . . . , w n+1,1 , . . . , w n+1,jn+1 }. Hence, we get Figure 4 describes the case when n = 2, J = (1, 1, 2) and the decomposition by (4.1). 
(2) Consider next the nerve complex
of product of two simplices ∆ n1 and ∆ n2 . Suppose that {v 1 , . . . , v n1+1 } and {w 1 , . . . , w n2+1 } are vertex sets of K ∆ m and K ∆ n , respectively. Then, K is a simplicial complex on the vertex set {v 1 , . . . , v n1+1 , w 1 , . . . , w n2+1 } with two minimal non-faces {v 1 , . . . , v n1+1 } and {w 1 , . . . , w n2+1 }. Taking J = (2, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ N n1+n2+2 , we obtain
See Figure 5 for the case when n 1 = n 2 = 1. 
(3) In general, if K 1 and K 2 are simplicial complexes on {v 1 , . . . , v m1 } and {w 1 , . . . , w m2 }, respectively, then
for i ∈ {1, . . . , m 1 } and j ∈ {1, . . . , m 2 }. Indeed, one can see these relations by comparing minimal non-faces.
4.2.
The polytopal wedge construction. According to [PB80, page 582], if K is a dual to the boundary of a simple polytope Q, then K (wi) is again a simplicial complex which is dual to the boundary of a simple polytope. Notice that, for an arbitrary J ∈ N m , K (J) can be obtained by the iterated procedure of simplicial wedge construction. Hence, we can see that K (J) is also dual to the boundary of a simple polytope which we denote by Q (J) .
In particular, when
as manifolds with corners. Indeed, (Q × I)/ ∼F i has the following facets
Notice that this observation is exactly the dual representation of (4.1) given by associating Q − , Q + , F × I/ Fi for F ∈ F (Q) \ {F i } with w i1 , w i2 and w ∈ V (K) \ {w i }, respectively, where w is the dual of F . We call Q (J ′ ) the polytopal wedge construction of Q with respect to F i ∈ F (Q). We may also denote Q (J ′ ) by Q (Fi) to emphasize the chosen facet F i . See Figure 6 for the example of the polytopal wedge construction of 5-gon. Figure 6 . A polytopal wedge construction of 5-gon.
The following example is dual to Example 4.1.
, where E is a facet of ∆ n1 , see Figure  5 for the case when n 1 = n 2 = 1. (3) In general, given two simple polytopes P and Q, any facet of P × Q is of the form E × Q for some facet E of P , or P × F for some facet F of Q. Then, the relation K P ×Q = K P * K Q together with (4.2) leads us to the following:
(P × Q) (E×Q) = P (E) × Q and (P × Q) (P ×F ) = P × Q (F ) .
4.3.
A new R-characteristic function. Let (Q, λ) be an R-characteristic pair and K the simplicial complex dual to ∂Q as above. As in previous sections, m and n denote the number of facets of Q and the dimension of Q, respectively. Given a vector J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m , we define a matrix
where all the columns of the matrix are indexed respectively by (4.5) {w 12 , . . . , w 1j1 , w 22 , . . . , w 2j2 , . . . , w m2 , . . . , w mjm , w 11 , . . . , w m1 }, all of the entries in the empty spaces are zero and Λ is the original characteristic matrix associated to λ. Notice that the indexing in (4.5) bijectively corresponds to the vertex set V (K (J) ). Let F ik be the facet of Q (J) dual to the vertex w ik , where i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and k ∈ {1, . . . , j i }. Then, the matrix Λ (J) defines a function 
with the orbifold condition (2.1)
to give the next lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let (Q, λ) be an R-characteristic pair. Then, for arbitrary J ∈ N m , the function (4.6) satisfies the orbifold condition (2.1).
Hence from (Q, λ), one can obtain an infinite family of toric orbifolds
Example 4.4. Let Q be an n-simplex and consider the R-characteristic function from Example 3.9. As in Example 4.1-(1), for an arbitrary vector
Then the function λ (J) , defined by (4.6), satisfies the equation
and one can show that the new characteristic vectors span the whole lattice Z d(J)−1 , since the original R-characteristic vectors in Example 3.9 span Z n . Hence, we conclude that (CP n χ ) (J) is the weighted projective space CP
, where
In the special case J ′ := (1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1), the matrix of (4.4) takes a particularly simple form,
Remark 4.5. The two induced R-characteristic functions λ (J ′ ) Q + and λ (J ′ ) Q − coincide with λ. This implies that X (2,1,...,1) has two copies of original orbifold X as suborbifolds defined in Section 2. Ewald [Ewa86] called X (2,1,...,1) the canonical extension of X, when X is a toric variety. We refer to [BBCG, BBCG15] , [CP16, CP17] and [Ewa86] for more topological and geometrical observations about the wedge operation on toric manifolds.
The following proposition confirms that X (J) for arbitrary J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) ∈ N m can be constructed from iterated wedge operations as mentioned in [BBCG15, Remark 3.1]. Here, we give an explicit proof.
Proposition 4.6. Let X be the toric orbifold associated to an R-characteristic pair (Q, λ). Then, two toric orbifolds X (3,1,...,1) and Y (2,1,...,1) where Y = X (2,1,...,1) are homeomorphic.
Proof. Let {w 1 , . . . , w m } be the vertices of K := K Q . Then, one can see from the definition of K (J) or (4.1) that both K (3,1,. ..,1) and (K (2,1,...,1) ) (2,1,...,1) have the same number of vertices and have the same minimal non faces. Therefore, the simple polytopes Q (3,1,...,1) and (Q (2,1...,1) ) (2,1,...,1) determined by K (3,1,. ..,1) and (K (2,1,...,1) ) (2,1,...,1) , respectively, are homeomorphic as manifolds with corners.
The two characteristic matrices Λ (3,1,...,1) and (Λ (2,1,. ..,1) ) (2,1,...,1) differ by an element 
which induces an automorphism
given by φ(t 1 , . . . , t n+2 ) = (t 1 t −1 2 , t 2 , . . . , t n+2 ). Finally, the map φ × id :
induces a homeomorphism from X (3,1,...,1) to (X (2,1,...,1) ) (2,1,...,1) .
Homology of X (J)
In this section, we shall see that the homology of X (J) depends on J and the homology of X. First we compare retraction sequences for the two polytopes Q and Q (J) . It suffices to consider the case when J ′ = (1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1), because Q (J) can be constructed by the iterations of the polytopal wedge construction, as in Subsection 4.2. We assume that the entry 2 appears in i-th coordinate of J ′ , hence it corresponds to the i-th facet F i of Q.
Let V (Q) = {v 1 , . . . , v ℓ } be the vertices of Q and V (F i ) := {v i1 , . . . , v i k } the vertices of F i . Now, the vertices of Q (J ′ ) are identified as
where we write v + := v × {1} and v − := v × {0} for notational convenience. Now, we introduce the following two lemmas about the finite group G Q (J ′ ) (u), as defined in Section 2, associated to each vertex u of Q (J ′ ) .
Proof. Given a vertex v ir ∈ V (F i ), assume that v ir = F i ∩ F s1 ∩ · · · ∩ F sn−1 for some {s 1 , . . . , s n−1 } ⊂ {1, . . . , m}. Then, we have
where F sa (Fi∩Fs a ) is the polytopal wedge construction, as in Subsection 4.2, by regarding the facet F sa as a simple polytope, and F i ∩ F sa as a facet of F sa for a = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Restricting to the facets which meet at v − ir , we get from (4.7)
According to the definition in Page 5 of Section 2, we have
Next, we consider vertices away from F i .
Lemma 5.2. Let v be a vertex in
and
Proof. Suppose v = F s1 ∩ · · · ∩ F sn with i / ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s n }. Then, we have
The R-characteristic function λ (J ′ ) yields the square matrix
Hence the kernel of the endomorphism exp(
The observations above allow us now to adapt the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 to the R-characteristic pair (Q (J) , λ (J) ). 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case when J = J ′ = (1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1) from the discussion in Section 4 and the opening remark of Section 5. We assume the entry 2 appears in i-th coordinate of J and let b β1 . . . , b β k be the vertices of the facet F i of Q, where β 1 < · · · < β k .
Given a prime number p and a retraction sequence {(B r , E r , b r )} ℓ r=1 for Q such that gcd{p, |G Er (b r )|} = 1 for r = 1, . . . , ℓ, we now construct a retraction sequence {(B 
where E is a face of Q, and E (E∩Fi) is the polytopal wedge of E by considering E as a simple polytope and E ∩ F i as a facet of E. In general, if a face E of a simple polytope Q intersects a facet F of Q, then E is a face of F i or E ∩ F i is a facet of E. Observe that the face structure of B ′ 2 is naturally inherited from the face structure of Q (J ′ ) . In particular, neither Q + nor Q − is a face of B ′ 2 . Next, we consider the following two possibilities: (i) b 2 ∈ V (F i ) \ {b 1 }, i.e., β 2 = 2, and 
where E is a face of Q. Next, we take b Figure 7 for an example. In both (Case1) and (Case2), one can see that
Case 2: 
Application to the cohomology ring
Motivated by the results of [BFR09] , a notion of weighted Stanley-Reisner ring was introduced and used in [BSS17] to explicitly compute the singular cohomology ring with integer coefficients of spaces identified as integrally equivariantly formal projective toric orbifolds. In this section, we briefly introduce their results and study the integral cohomology ring of X (J) .
6.1. Cohomology ring of X. In this subsection, we briefly summarize the theory of weighted Stanley-Reisner ring of a simple lattice polytope 3 Q which defines a projective normal toric variety, see [BSS17, Section 5] . The original definition of weighted Stanley-Reisner ring is based on a polytopal fan, but we translate the notation of [BSS17] to a simple lattice polytope which defines a polytopal fan. Let F (Q) = {F 1 , . . . , F m } be the set of facets of Q. Since Q is a lattice polytope, we may choose a primitive inward normal vector λ i of each facet F i . Moreover, if F i1 ∩ · · · ∩ F i k = ∅, then λ i1 , . . . , λ i k is linearly independent, because Q is simple. Hence, the set of primitive inward normal vectors forms an R-characteristic pair, say (Q, λ).
Next, for each vertex v = F s1 ∩ · · · ∩ F sn ∈ V (Q), we recall from Section 2, (item (5) in page 5), the (n × n)-matrix associated to v, that is
For each vertex v = F s1 ∩ · · · ∩ F sn , we define a vector
by the following rule:
. . .
where the operation on the right hand side is the usual matrix multiplication. Next, we define a subset of Z[x 1 , . . . , x m ] as follows:
Remark 6.1. The variables u 1 , . . . , u n stand for the basis of H 2 (BT n ; Z), where T n is the n-dimensional torus acting on X(Q, λ 
Proof. The first statement is almost obvious. Next, if a monomial f (x 1 , . . . x m ) = k j=1 x ij is an element of I Q , it follows from item (i) above that f (z v ) = 0 for all v ∈ V (Q). Hence, I Q is not only a subset, but also an ideal of Int[Q, λ]. We remark that if a simple lattice polytope is Delzant, i.e., normal vectors associated to facets intersecting a vertex form a Z-basis, then Λ where J is the ideal generated by the linear elements m i=1 λ i , e j x i for j = 1, . . . , n, where e j denotes the j-th standard unit vector in Z n .
6.2. The cohomology ring of X (J) . In this final section, we study the relationship between the cohomology ring of X and that of X (J) := X(Q (J) , λ (J) ). The next theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 6.4. λ i , e j x i1 j = 1, . . . , n ∪ {x it = x i1 | t = 2, . . . , j i } .
If X is a smooth toric manifold, then the cohomology ring H * (X (J) ; Z) can be dramatically simplified, because wSR[Q (J) , λ (J) ] = SR[Q (J) , λ (J) ], which tells us that the ring is generated by degree 2 elements and the second part of (6.1) reduces the degree 2 elements to the same generators as wSR [Q, λ] . See [BBCG15, Section 4] for details. However, in general, the cohomology ring H * (X; Z) of a toric orbifold X is not generated by degree 2 elements, hence the multiplication structure has plenty of divisibility because of singularities.
Recall that X (J) can be obtained from X by a sequence of simplicial wedge constructions. Consider now the polytopal wedge Q (J ′ ) := Q (Fi) of the original simple lattice polytope Q for some facet F i of Q.
We finish this paper by studying the vectors {z We refer also to (5.2) and (5.3) for the indexing of facets in the above three cases.
Theorem 6.7. The weighted Stanley-Reisner ring of (Q (J ′ ) , λ (J ′ ) ) is related to that of (Q, λ) as follows. For each vertex of one of the three types (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) above, we have:
(1) z 
